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Abstract 

Clouds of CO2 ice particles have been observed in the Martian mesosphere. These clouds are 
believed to be formed through heterogeneous nucleation of CO2 on nanometer-sized meteoric 
smoke particles (MSPs) or upward propagated Martian dust particles (MDPs). Large 
uncertainties still exist in parameterizing the microphysical formation process of these clouds 
as key physico-chemical parameters are not well known. We present measurements on the 
nucleation and growth of CO2 ice on sub 4 nm radius iron oxide and silica particles 
representing MSPs at conditions close to the mesosphere of Mars. For both particle materials 
we determine the desorption energy of CO2 to be ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫なぱ┻の 罰 ど┻に岻       貸怠 
corresponding to ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫ど┻なひに 罰 ど┻どどに岻    and obtain 兼 噺 ど┻ばぱ 罰  ど┻どに for the contact 
parameter that governs heterogeneous nucleation by analyzing the measurements using 
classical heterogeneous nucleation theory. We did not find any temperature dependence for 
the contact parameter in the temperature range examined (64 K to 73 K). By applying these 
values for MSPs in the Martian mesosphere, we derive characteristic temperatures for the 
onset of CO2 ice nucleation, which are 8 - 18 K below the CO2 frost point temperature, 
depending on particle size. This is in line with the occurrence of highly supersaturated 
conditions extending to 20 K below frost point temperature without the observation of clouds. 
Moreover, the sticking coefficient of CO2 on solid CO2 was determined to be near unity. We 
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further argue that the same parameters can be applied to CO2 nucleation on upward 
propagated MDPs. 

1 Introduction 

Reflections at 4.3 µm in the infrared spectra recorded by Mariner 6 and 7 were the first 
measurements which indicated that solid CO2 ice could actually be present in the upper 
atmosphere of Mars [Herr and Pimentel, 1970]. A mesospheric cloud was then observed 
from the planet surface by the Mars rover Pathfinder in 1997 [Smith et al., 1997]. Since the 
temperature profile measured by Pathfinder during its entry process revealed temperatures 
well below the frost point temperature of CO2 at a height of about 80km 盤劇捗追墜鎚痛 蛤 などに  匪 
[Magalhães et al., 1999], these clouds were argued to consist of CO2 [Clancy and Sandor, 
1998], the main constituent of the Martian atmosphere (95%). The first conclusive proof of 
the existence of CO2 clouds in the Martian mesosphere was then provided by the imaging 
spectrometer OMEGA on board Mars Express [Montmessin et al., 2007]. 
After the Pathfinder discovery, CO2 ice clouds have been observed many times in the Martian 
mesosphere [e.g. Clancy et al., 2007; Määttänen et al., 2010; Montmessin et al., 2007; 
Montmessin et al., 2006; Vincendon et al., 2011]. These clouds mainly appear during pre- and 
post-aphelion season, which are the coldest periods in the mesosphere of Mars. Thermal tides 
and gravity waves are strongest at tropical latitudes [Creasey et al., 2006] and are believed to 
cause cold pockets with temperatures well below the CO2 frost point temperature in the 
mesosphere, thereby inducing the heterogeneous formation of CO2 clouds [Gonzalez-Galindo 
et al., 2011; Spiga et al., 2012]. Two main types of mesospheric clouds have been reported, 
one during day at equatorial latitudes at heights between 60 km and 85 km with mean particle 
radii exceeding 1 µm [Montmessin et al., 2007], and the other during night at subtropical 
latitudes at heights between 80 km and 100 km with particle radii of about 100 nm 
[Montmessin et al., 2006]. In addition, Määttänen et al. [2010] identified three mesospheric 
midlatitude autumn clouds. The variation in cloud pattern between day and night was 
reproduced in a recent model study by Listowski et al. [2014], in which nucleation was 
activated by gravity wave-perturbed temperature profiles. 
 
Vincendon et al. [2011] found that CO2 clouds are the dominant type of clouds in the 
mesosphere of Mars, but also water ice clouds can occur up to a height of 80 km. This result 
is in agreement with a water vapor measurement performed by Maltagliati et al. [2013] 
showing water vapor concentrations above ice saturation up to this height during southern 
spring. However, during that time of the year almost no CO2 ice clouds have been observed. 
Within the main occurrence period of CO2 ice clouds no H2O supersaturated conditions could 
be detected above a height of 50 km [Maltagliati et al., 2011; Maltagliati et al., 2013]. 
 
Although great progress has been made in the last decade in monitoring and modeling 
mesospheric CO2 clouds on Mars, large uncertainties remain regarding the microphysical 
formation processes of the ice particles: Homogeneous nucleation of CO2 in the mesosphere 
would require extremely cold conditions (about 50 K below frost point temperature) 
[Määttänen et al., 2010], and these have never been observed. Also, ion-induced nucleation 
requires CO2 saturation levels too high to compete with heterogeneous nucleation [Listowski 
et al., 2014]. Consequently, the most likely formation process of mesospheric CO2 clouds on 
Mars is heterogeneous nucleation, with the nature of the CO2-ice nuclei still under discussion. 
In addition to upward propagating Martian dust particles (MDPs), meteoric smoke particles 
(MSPs) produced from the ablation and recondensation of meteoric material could potentially 
serve as ice nuclei. The peak meteoric ablation height on Mars is estimated to occur at a 
height between 50 km and 90 km [Adolfsson et al., 1996; Whalley and Plane, 2010], being 
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consistent with the altitude where CO2 clouds have been observed. The major elemental 
constituents of meteoroids (besides O) are Fe, Mg and Si, which should ablate with similar 
efficiencies [Vondrak et al., 2008]. The resulting atoms are then oxidized by O2, O3, H2O and 
CO2 to form oxides, hydroxides and carbonates which are presumably the building blocks of 
MSPs [Plane et al., 2015]. The produced MSPs with radii between 1 nm – 10 nm (if assumed 
to be as large as on Earth) [Bardeen et al., 2008] are believed to be about one order of 
magnitude smaller than MDPs [Listowski et al., 2014]. The ability of a particle to nucleate 
CO2 is described in classical heterogeneous nucleation theory by the desorption energy ッ繋鳥勅鎚 
and the contact parameter m. If these parameters are known for MDPs as well as MSPs, 
measured temperature and CO2 concentration profiles during the observation of CO2 clouds 
in the mesosphere of Mars could be used in models like the 1D microphysical model of 
Listowski et al [2014] to evaluate the respective particle sizes and concentrations required to 
form the observed clouds. In this way, it might be possible to unravel the major type of nuclei 
forming Martian mesospheric CO2 clouds. Here, the most critical unknown is the nucleation 
ability of the particles, due to a lack of CO2 nucleation measurements on realistic particle 
materials, CO2 concentrations (など怠泰 to など態怠 貸戴) and temperatures (70 to 115 K).  
Currently a contact parameter of 0.952 determined experimentally by Glandorf et al. [2002] 
is predominantly used to describe nucleation in the mesosphere of Mars [Colaprete et al., 
2008; Listowski et al., 2014]. This value for the contact parameter was measured on a water 
ice covered planar surface at temperatures between 130 and 140 K, which are about 20 to 50 
K above the temperatures at which CO2 clouds were observed in the Martian mesosphere. If 
this contact parameter is applied to Martian mesospheric CO2 concentrations and particle 
radii between 2 and 100 nm, CO2 nucleation would become efficient at temperatures between 
2 and 11 K below saturation (i.e. frost-point) temperature.  In contrast, Forget et al. [2009] 
and Montmessin et al. [2011] observed night time temperatures down to 20 K below frost 
point in the absence of clouds. These observations can either be explained by a lack of nuclei, 
or by a lower CO2 nucleation ability of the present nuclei. The latter could be a result of a 
decrease of the contact parameter with temperature or because the nuclei are not water ice-
covered and exhibit a lower contact parameter. 
The discussion above highlights the need of laboratory experiments examining nucleation 
and growth of CO2 on MSP and MDP analogues at Martian mesospheric conditions. 
Furthermore, such experiments may help to understand the influence of CO2 clouds on past 
and current Martian climate, since CO2 ice clouds might have played an important role in 
heating up the Martian atmosphere about 4 billion years ago so that liquid water was present 
at the surface [Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997; Forget et al., 2013; Mischna et al., 2000; 
Wordsworth et al., 2013].  
 
In this contribution, we present laboratory results on the nucleation and growth of CO2 ice on 
singly charged nanometer-sized silica and iron oxide particles. These studies utilize a novel 
experimental setup which allows us to observe and analyze MSP analogues at conditions 
reasonably close to the Martian mesosphere. In section 2, we briefly review this setup. 
Section 3 gives the experimental results in terms of desorption energy, contact parameter and 
sticking coefficient. Finally, in section 4 we discuss the results and their implications to our 
understanding of cloud formation in the Martian mesosphere. Appendix A explains in some 
detail the growth rate and nucleation theory used to analyze the experimental data. 

2 Experimental Method 

We use a non-thermal low pressure (60 mbar) microwave plasma particle source (max. power 
1250W at 2.45 GHz) to produce MSP analogues in the sub-4 nm radius regime. The synthesis 
of microwave-generated metal oxide particles and their characterization by particle mass 
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spectrometry (PMS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are well described in the 
literature [e.g Baumann et al., 2006; Giesen et al., 2005; Janzen et al., 2002]. A flow of 3 
standard liters per minute (slm) of helium carrying trace amounts of organometallic 
precursors and oxygen is passed through the microwave plasma source to produce sub-4 nm 
radius MSP analogues. The precursors Ferrocene (  岫 泰 泰岻態), Tetraethyl orthosilicate 
( 腿 態待 替  ) and Magnesocene (  岫 泰 泰岻態) are separately evaporated and mixed into the 
helium flow. The concentration of precursor molecules in the microwave plasma is controlled 
by adjusting the precursor reservoir temperatures. We assume that the precursor molecules 
completely decompose in the plasma. Addition of 0.3 slm of an oxygen/helium mixture 
(20 % of oxygen) upstream of the plasma results in oxidation of the Fe, Si and Mg atoms 
released from the break-up of the organometallic precursors at the microwave discharge and 
the subsequent generation of particles based on these oxides. In addition, carbon-bearing 
break-up products are oxidized to CO2, which precludes their insertion in particles. 
Microwave-generated particles produced in similar experimental arrangements have been 
shown to be single charged, compact and spherical with a very small degree of agglomeration 
[e.g Baumann et al., 2006; Giesen et al., 2005; Janzen et al., 2002]. Since the composition of 
mixed Mg-Fe-silicate particles produced with this method has not been sufficiently 
characterized, in this work we present only experiments using 鯨件頚態 (貢 噺 に┻ぬ    貸戴) and 繋結掴頚槻 (貢 噺 の┻に    貸戴) particles. In the future we will also perform experiments on 
magnesium oxide and mixed Mg-Fe-silicate particles which will be accompanied with an 
analysis of their stoichiometric composition. 
 
A detailed description of the Trapped Reactive Atmospheric Mass Spectrometer (TRAPS) 
and the Molecular flow Ice Cell (MICE) employed in this study can be found elsewhere [Duft 
et al., 2015; Meinen et al., 2010]. Briefly, the produced MSP analogues are transferred and 
focused via the gas flow into a vacuum chamber using an aerodynamic lens accompanied 
with differential pumping. Within the chamber the single positively-charged particles are 
mass selected using a quadrupole deflector, and subsequently stored in MICE. This device 
consists of a linear ion trap which applies mesospheric conditions of pressure, temperature 
and supersaturation to the electro-dynamically trapped particle cloud. As discussed in [Duft et 
al., 2015], MICE has CO2 ice covered surfaces acting as a source for CO2 molecules 
according to the vapor pressure at the adjusted wall temperature in the range between 60 and 
90 K. The CO2 concentration at the particle location is calculated from the geometry of MICE 
and the vapor pressure of CO2 at the wall temperature. For the vapor pressure over a solid 
CO2 surface we use the parameterization given by [James et al., 1992]. The wall 
temperatures in MICE are always kept above the CO2 glass transition temperature at 50 K 
[Souda, 2006] to avoid ambiguity in CO2 ice structure and hence to CO2 vapor pressure, 
density and surface tension. During storage in MICE the trapped particles are thermalized by 
collisions with an additional superabundant Helium background gas of about 0.3 Pa. The 
Helium gas temperature is determined by the temperature of the CO2 ice covered surfaces 
surrounding the particles. Slight temperature gradients across MICE and a measurement 
uncertainty of about 0.1 K result in a particle temperature uncertainty of about 0.4 K and an 
uncertainty of the CO2 concentration of about 10 %. 
In a typical experimental run about 107 mass selected singly-charged particles are filled into 
MICE within one second and are stored for a selectable amount of time at constant particle 
temperature and CO2 concentration. Depending on the applied conditions, adsorption, 
nucleation and subsequent depositional growth of the supersaturated atmospheric component 
(in this case CO2) occurs. These processes can be observed by extracting small samples of the 
particle population during each run after periodic trap residence times to a time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer (TOF-MS) for analysis of the trapped particle mass distribution. As there are 
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only slight inhomogeneities of particle temperature and CO2 concentration across MICE 
[Duft et al., 2015], which are considered in the given measurement uncertainties, the 
extracted samples can be regarded as representative for the whole particle population trapped 
in MICE. The distribution of recorded particle time-of-flights is converted to a particle mass 
distribution, which can be fitted reasonably well using a Gauss curve. The approximately 
Gaussian shape of the distribution and deviations from it result from the specific design of the 
ion acceleration zone in the TOF-MS. For the analysis of the particle mass data we used the 
maximum of the recorded mass distribution as the most frequent particle mass (modal value) 
with the standard deviation (5 to 7 %) of the Gaussian fit as a 1j uncertainty interval. The 
measured TOF spectra result from the convolution of the instrumental sampling function and 
the mass distribution of particles trapped in MICE. The actual width of the particle mass 
distribution trapped in MICE is thus smaller than the width of the measured TOF spectra. 
Using the standard deviation of the measured TOF spectra as an uncertainty guarantees that 
we do not underestimate the width of the particle mass distribution. 
 
As described earlier [Duft et al., 2015], the device is subject to some limitations depending on 
the type of vapor that is to be deposited onto the trapped particles. For the case of CO2 MICE 
is able to produce supersaturated conditions at temperatures between 60 and 90 K. Due to the 
high supersaturation required for the onset of nucleation, the range of particle temperatures 
nucleation and growth was actually examined in MICE was limited to temperatures between 
62 and 73 K. These temperatures are somewhat colder but reasonably close to the 
temperature range of interest in the Martian mesosphere (75 K – 100 K). 

3 Results 

Singly charged iron oxide and silica particles of variable but well known initial mass were 
exposed to a controlled supersaturation of CO2 at temperatures between 62 and 73 K. Time-
dependent particle mass distributions were recorded in the TOF-MS as a function of 
residence time under supersaturated conditions. The resulting mass growth curves have been 
analyzed using classical heterogeneous nucleation and growth theory, which is not reviewed 
here, but detailed in Appendix A. Tables 1, 2 and 3 list the experiments carried out 
respectively for the determination of the desorption energy, the sticking coefficient and the 
contact parameter.  Each run consists of filling MICE and recording the time resolved mass 
of the trapped particles by extracting small samples of the trapped particle mass population 
after periodic residence times to the TOF spectrometer. All runs performed at the same day 
belong to one experiment number. Figure 1 shows a series of measurements of CO2 
nucleation and depositional growth on silica particles of 2.5 nm initial radius at three 
different particle temperatures. For this series of measurements the CO2 concentration was set 
to a constant value, in this case 券寵潮鉄 噺 の ゲ など怠泰  貸戴, while the particle temperature and 
therefore saturation was varied. Saturation values have been calculated according to: 

using the mean CO2 concentration and the mean particle temperature. Due to the strong 
dependence of vapor pressure on temperature, the relative uncertainty in S amounts to about 
25 to 30 %. At each experimental condition several runs were carried out and averaged. 
Three different growth modes can be distinguished in Figure 1. Curve a (Exp. 136, run 123-
125 in   

鯨 噺 喧寵潮鉄喧鎚銚痛盤劇椎銚追痛匪 噺 券寵潮鉄 ゲ 倦 ゲ 劇椎銚追痛喧鎚銚痛盤劇椎銚追痛匪  (1) 
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Table 1) corresponds to a situation where the supersaturation is too low to activate nucleation 
and only adsorption of CO2 molecules on the particle surface is observed. The amount of 
adsorbed CO2 molecules increases with time until an equilibrium of adsorbing and desorbing 
molecules on the surface of the nucleus described by Eq. (A3) is reached. Note that for a 
particle temperature of about 68 K and saturation as high as 900, no nucleation occurs. At 
slightly lower temperature (curve b, Exp. 136, run 104-105 in Table 3) the supersaturation is 
high enough to activate nucleation followed by the depositional growth of CO2. At the lowest 
temperature shown (curve c, Exp. 136, run 80-83 in Table 2), the nucleation rate is very high 
and the particles follow the growth regime from the beginning. 

3.1 Desorption Energy 

To describe the microphysical nucleation process in the Martian mesosphere we use classical 
heterogeneous nucleation induced by surface diffusion, which is summarized in Appendix 
A.1. This approach assumes that the adsorbed CO2 molecules diffuse on the surface of the 
particle and can collide and combine to clusters of different sizes, which may eventually 
reach the critical size resulting in a nucleation event. Consequently, the concentration of 
monomers 潔怠┸鎚 on the surface of the nucleus is a critical parameter governing nucleation. This 
concentration is calculated from the incoming and outgoing flux of CO2 molecules, where the 
outgoing flux depends on the desorption energy ッ繋鳥勅鎚, which is a characteristic property of 
the nucleus material. Measurements of particle mass as a function of residence time 建追勅鎚 
under nucleation-free conditions (curve a in Figure 1) exhibit adsorption behavior only. Such 
measurements allow us to determine the desorption energy ッ繋鳥勅鎚 of CO2 molecules on the 
particle material. In this case, the dependence of particle mass on residence time is described 
reasonably well by an empirical expression of the form  

Equation (2) allows determining the total mass of adsorbed CO2 molecules in equilibrium 兼銚鳥鎚 and therefore the amount of adsorbed CO2 molecules on the surface of the particles 
with initial mass m0. The fit of curve a) to Equation (2) is shown in Figure 1 by the green 
dotted line, which yields 兼銚鳥鎚 噺 のぬ┻ぱ ゲ など戴              corresponding to about 1200 CO2 
molecules. Corrected R2 values of the exponential fits are typically larger than 0.99. 
Assuming sub-monolayer coverage, the surface concentration of adsorbed CO2 
monomers 潔怠┸鎚  can be calculated. This has been done for silica particles with radii between 
2.4 nm and 3.2 nm, and iron oxide particles with radii between 1.8 nm and 2.2 nm, at particle 
temperatures between 66 K and 73 K. Every  潔怠┸鎚  value is divided by the CO2 concentration 
in the gas phase yielding a quantity which, according to Equation (A3), only depends on 
temperature and ッ繋鳥勅鎚. Experiment number, run number, particle size, particle temperature, 
CO2 concentration, adsorbed mass of CO2 molecules 兼銚鳥鎚 and the normalized 潔怠┸鎚 津墜追陳  
values used for the desorption energy analysis are given in   

兼岫建岻 噺 兼待髪兼銚鳥鎚 ゲ 峭な 伐 結捲喧 磐伐建追勅鎚酵 卑嶌 (2) 
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Table 1. The normalized  潔怠┸鎚  values as a function of particle temperature for silica and iron 
oxide particles are shown in Figure . For each material, the average  潔怠┸鎚 津墜追陳  values have 
been fitted separately to Eq. (A3) using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA). The 
fitted curves are the red (iron oxide particles) and black (silica particles) lines in Figure . 
Corrected R2 values of the fits are 0.92 for silica particles and 0.82 for iron oxide particles. In 
order to determine the uncertainty of the desorption energies, the same fitting exercise is 
carried out for the upper and lower limits of the normalized  潔怠┸鎚  values, resulting in ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺岫なぱ┻ねぬ 罰 ど┻なの岻       貸怠 for iron oxide particles and ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫なぱ┻のに 罰 ど┻なの岻       貸怠 for 
silica particles. The two values are in very good agreement within uncertainty, which leads to 
conclude that there is no significant difference between the desorption energy of both 
materials. Therefore, we recommend a common value of ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫なぱ┻の 罰 ど┻に岻       貸怠 for 
both materials, corresponding to 岫ど┻なひに 罰 ど┻どどに岻    . In order to account for the possibility 
of porous or fractal-shaped particles and agglomerates, the same analysis has been conducted 
assuming the particle surface area to be twice as large as for spherical particles, which yields 
a desorption energy that is only 2 % smaller. 

3.2 Sticking Coefficient 

The sticking coefficient is defined as the probability that a molecule is adsorbed when hitting 
a surface and is the equivalent of Maxwell’s mass accommodation coefficient. This is 
equivalent to defining it as the ratio of total subliming flux with no impinging molecules 
present to the flux of impinging molecules at equilibrium vapor pressure. Thus, the sticking 
coefficient governs the rate of depositional mass accretion under conditions where mass 
accretion is not otherwise limited, e.g. by diffusional transport of the adsorbing molecules. 
The sticking coefficient is not required for nucleation theory but the precise measurement of 
particle mass as function of time under growth conditions allows us to determine the sticking 
coefficient for CO2. In order to do this, the CO2 deposition experiments at high 
supersaturation and thus high nucleation rate (e.g. curve c) in Figure 1 have been used. The 
deposition growth rate 穴兼【穴建 has been evaluated at each point from the slope of the 
measured 兼岫建追勅鎚岻 curve. The theoretical description of the deposition growth rate 穴兼【穴建 is 
described in detail in Appendix A.2 where Eq. (A5) has been used to fit the determined 
growth rate data using 糠 as the free parameter. We only consider data where the particles 
gained at least the mass corresponding to one monolayer of CO2 molecules. Additionally, 
only measurements with S values above ぬ ゲ など戴 have been analyzed, such that the flux of 
desorbing molecules is much smaller than the flux of adsorbing molecules. It has been 
assumed that particles are spherical and fully ice-covered. For not fully ice-covered particles 
we most likely underestimate the sticking coefficient. Measurements were performed on 
silica and iron oxide particles at CO2 concentrations between ぱ ゲ など怠替  貸戴 and に ゲ など怠滞  貸戴 
and particle temperatures between 61 K and 69 K. Experiment number, run number, initial 
particle size, particle temperature, CO2 concentration and the determined sticking coefficient 
g are given in Table 2. 
The values for the sticking coefficient are shown in Figure as a function of particle 
temperature. The major contribution to the error bars is a 10% uncertainty in the CO2 
concentration. The variation of the measured values is likely to result from additional 
measurement uncertainties as explained above. The paucity and scatter of the dataset do not 
allow any conclusions to be drawn about temperature dependence. In addition, it is 
reasonable to assume that the sticking coefficient of CO2 on CO2 ice-covered nuclei should 
be independent of the nucleus material. Therefore, the mean value of the combined dataset of 
iron oxide and silica particles has been computed. The mean value of 糠 噺 ど┻ぱな 罰 ど┻なば is 
shown in Figure as a dashed blue line. Note that Weida et al. [1996] use an identical 
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definition for the sticking coefficient and determined 糠 噺 1.0 ± 0.2 on a planar CO2 surface  
at temperatures between 90 and 107 K. 

3.3 Nucleation Rate and Contact Parameter 

Nucleation rates on particles trapped in MICE at defined CO2 concentration and particle 
temperature have been estimated and classical nucleation theory (Appendix A.1) has been 
used to determine the contact parameter m. The surface diffusion approach of classical 
nucleation theory assumes that the adsorbed CO2 molecules diffuse on the surface of the 
particle and can collide and combine to clusters of different sizes, which may eventually 
reach the critical size resulting in a nucleation event. The concentration of monomers 潔怠┸鎚 on 
the surface of the nucleus is a critical parameter governing nucleation rates with a  潔怠┸鎚 態 
dependency. In classical nucleation theory, c1,s is calculated by assuming a steady state 
equilibrium, where the flux of vapor molecules impinging and being adsorbed on the surface 
equals the flux of vapor molecules desorbing from the particle surface as given by Equation 
(A3). In contrast, in our experiments the trapped nanoparticles are not in steady state initially 
as they are not covered with CO2, but acquire CO2 molecules over time. The actual 
concentration of CO2 monomers on the particle surface is thus a function of residence time in 
the particle trap in the presence of the CO2 vapor phase. Therefore, the nucleation rate is a 
function of time in our experiments and increases during the adsorption process until either 
the critical surface concentration to induce nucleation or the equilibrium surface 
concentration is reached.  
These arguments enable an insightful description of three different adsorption and mass 
growth regimes shown in Figure 1. Curve a) corresponds to adsorption growth only, i.e. after 
reaching the equilibrium state nucleation rates are too low to induce nucleation on a 
significant number of particles within the experimental time frame of 140 s. In this case, the 
mass growth is described by a simple exponential expression as discussed above (dotted 
green line inFigure 1). According to Equation (A3) the equilibrium surface concentration 
increases at lower particle temperature as shown by curve b). In this second regime, the mass 
growth curve initially follows a simple exponential growth (blue dotted line), and then 
diverges from the adsorption mode behavior at about 67 s residence time. Such deviation is 
interpreted as nucleation occurring on the trapped particles, enabling the transition to the 
mass growth regime under highly supersaturated conditions. Following the above argument 
that nucleation in adsorption mode is triggered by reaching a critical surface concentration, 
we can infer the critical surface concentration from the total mass of adsorbed CO2 molecules 
at the transition point at 61 s (here 兼銚鳥鎚 噺 ばの┻ひ ゲ など戴             ). It has to be noted that 
an increase in the width of the measured particle mass distributions of curve b) is not 
observed. This leads to the conclusion that nucleation-induced broadening of the particle 
mass distribution is insignificant, and nucleation on the majority of particles sets in within a 
time interval smaller than a few experimental time steps. Therefore, we estimate the 
nucleation rate at the critical surface concentration to be on the order of 1/(time step) which 
in this case is 1/(6 s). The nucleation rate and critical surface concentration can now be used 
with particle radius, temperature, ambient CO2 concentration and their uncertainties to 
calculate the contact parameter m by numerically solving Equation (A1). This estimation of 
the nucleation rate is justified by the fact that by solving Equation (A1) the contact parameter 
is only a weak function of the nucleation rate, i.e. changing the nucleation rate by one order 
of magnitude results in a 1% change of m at the experimental conditions, which we add as an 
additional error in m in order to account for errors made in estimating the nucleation rate. 
Finally, at the lowest particle temperature and hence highest saturation corresponding to 
curve c) in Figure 1, transition to the growth regime cannot be observed anymore. At such 
high supersaturation nucleation already occurs during the adsorption process, i.e. in the first 
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steep section of the curve. The rate of mass accretion in this first part of the growth is limited 
only by the supply of molecules from the vapor phase and is hence a function of particle 
surface area and CO2 vapor pressure only. 
Experiments to determine the nucleation rate and contact parameter were conducted with 
silica particles with initial radii between 2.4 nm and 3.1 nm, and iron oxide particles with 
initial radii between 1.9 nm and 2.1 nm. The CO2 concentration was varied between ぱ ゲなど怠替  貸戴 and ね ゲ など怠胎  貸戴 at particle temperatures between 64 K and 73 K. Experiment 
number, run number, initial particle size, particle temperature, CO2 concentration, saturation, 
measured critical adsorbed mass of CO2 molecules, determined nucleation rate and the 
calculated contact parameter m are given in Table 3. The contact parameters are shown in 
Figure  as a function of particle temperature. Since the nucleation rate is very sensitive to 
particle temperature, the error of about 0.4 K in particle temperature is mainly responsible for 
the uncertainties in m. There is no significant trend of the contact parameter with the particle 
temperature and no difference can be determined between the particle materials. The mean 
value of m is determined to be ど┻ばぱ 罰  ど┻どに. In order to account for the possibility of porous 
or fractal-shaped particles and agglomerates, we performed the desorption energy analysis 
assuming the particle surface area to be twice as large as for spherical particles. This resulted 
in a 2% smaller desorption energy. Performing the contact parameter analysis assuming the 
particle surface area to be twice as large yields a mean contact parameter of 0.74  being only 
5 % smaller. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Sticking Coefficient, Desorption Energy and Contact Parameter  

We have studied the nucleation and subsequent growth processes of CO2 on nanometer-sized 
silica and iron oxide particles representing MSPs in the temperature range from 62 and 73 K. 
The sticking coefficient of CO2 was determined to be 0.81 ± 0.17. The determined value 
compares well to a previous measurement of 1.0 ± 0.2 at temperatures between 90 and 107 K 
[Weida et al., 1996]. The two results combined indicate a near unity CO2 sticking coefficient 
between 60 and 110 K. The desorption energy is essentially identical for iron oxide and silica 
particles and has been determined to be ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫なぱ┻の 罰 ど┻に岻       貸怠 corresponding to ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫ど┻なひに 罰 ど┻どどに岻   . Additionally, the mean value differs only by about 6 % from 
the value ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 なひ┻は       貸怠determined for Mauna-Kea palagonite [Zent and Quinn, 
1995] which is regarded as a terrestrial analogue for MDPs. Palagonite mainly consists of 
silica (≈45%), Fe2O3 (≈15%) and Al2O3 (≈20%) [Morris et al., 2000]. The contact parameter 
describes in step with the desorption energy how strongly a CO2 molecule is bound to the 
nuclei surface. Thus, we assume that the tendency of the contact parameter between two 
materials behaves the same way as the desorption energy. Since iron, silicon and oxygen 
make up a large component of MDPs and the measured contact parameter of ど┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どに 
does not differ for iron oxide and silica particles as well, we conclude in line with the 
desorption energy that the contact parameter of MDPs should also be close to the here 
determined contact parameter. However, the contact parameter measured in the present study 
differs significantly from the value of 0.952 determined by Glandorf et al. [2002] for a water 
ice covered silicon surface which has been used in other studies of CO2 nucleation in the 
Martian atmosphere [Colaprete et al., 2008; Listowski et al., 2014; Määttänen et al., 2007; 
Määttänen et al., 2005]. From the discussion in Glandorf et al. [2002] we estimate an 
uncertainty in their m value of approximately 2 %. The discrepancy to the value determined 
in this work could have several experimental reasons. The most obvious difference is that 
Glandorf et al. [2002] covered their surface with water-ice prior to introducing CO2. The high 
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contact parameter of 0.952 should then only be applicable to MDPs or MSPs which have 
acquired layers of water ice prior to the nucleation of CO2. Water ice could nucleate prior to 
nucleation of CO2 in the mesosphere of Mars. The lack of measurements of supersaturated 
conditions of water vapor above 50 km during the main occurrence season of CO2 clouds 
however renders such a scenario unlikely [Maltagliati et al., 2011; Maltagliati et al., 2013], 
strengthening the relevance of our contact parameter for pure MSPs and MDPs in the 
mesosphere of Mars. Nevertheless, Vincendon et al. [2011] observed a water ice cloud at a 
height between 70 and 80 km, proving that under special conditions such a scenario could 
indeed be realistic. A second scenario for water ice covered particles would include MDPs 
acquiring a layer of water ice at altitudes below 50 km and getting advected to CO2 cloud 
heights rapidly enough to avoid complete evaporation during subsaturated conditions. During 
the night, the combination of the dust maxima being located at heights between 15 – 30 km 
[Guzewich et al., 2013; Heavens et al., 2011a; Heavens et al., 2014; Heavens et al., 2011b; 
McCleese et al., 2010] and the CO2 cloud height of 80 – 100 km cast this scenario into doubt, 
strengthening the possible importance of MSPs as nuclei. During day, CO2 clouds occur at 
lower heights between 60 and 85 km and a second dust maximum at heights between 45 and 
65 km [Guzewich et al., 2013] is present, allowing MDPs to be potential nuclei. In addition, 
Heavens et al [2015] observed extreme detached dust layers up to a height of 75 km near 
Olympus Mons and Tharsis Montes. However, the survival of water ice particles up to a 
height above 60 km would require very rapid convection. 

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy with [Glandorf et al., 2002] is that they 
determined the contact parameter by observing CO2 nucleation on a planar surface and not on 
nanometer-sized particles. The contact parameter m is a material property which, in theory, 
should be independent of the curvature of the substrate. It has to be noted that Glandorf et al. 
[2002] determined m at temperatures between 130 and 140 K, so a temperature dependence 
of m may be also a possible explanation. Indeed, a temperature-dependence of the contact 
parameter has been reported for water ice [Fortin et al., 2003; Iraci et al., 2010; Määttänen 
and Douspis, 2014; Phebus et al., 2011; Shilling et al., 2006; Trainer et al., 2009]. In order to 
explain the difference between our CO2 ice measurements and Glandorf et al. [2002], a linear 
dependence of m on T should have a slope of approximately 0.0025 K-1 over the temperature 
span encompassing the ranges of both experiments (60 to 140 K). Within the 10 K range 
considered in each work, this would correspond to a change in m of the same order as the 
experimental uncertainty and could therefore have been obscured by noise. Thus, although a 
temperature dependence of m was observed neither by Glandorf et al. [2002] nor in our 
experiments, it  cannot be excluded that the difference between the values of m determined in 
both experiments is caused by a temperature dependence. 

4.2 Extrapolation to Martian mesospheric conditions 

To put our results into context of the Martian atmosphere, we assume that the contact 
parameter as well as the desorption energy are independent of particle temperature. We use 
the parameters determined in this work and the nucleation theory described in Appendix A to 
extrapolate our results to Martian mesospheric conditions. Doing so, we calculated the 
nucleation activation temperature for a height profile in the Martian mesosphere. The term 
activation temperature is justified by a strong dependence of the nucleation rate on the 
particle temperature. Figure  shows nucleation rates calculated using Equation (A1) and the 
measured mean desorption energy and contact parameter for different particle radii as a 
function of particle temperature. The calculations were performed at a constant CO2 
concentration of 1020 m-3 which corresponds to a height of approximately 70 km. A particle 
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temperature change of 1 K modifies the nucleation rate by about 3 orders of magnitude for all 
particle sizes. Consequently, there is a very well defined temperature for each CO2 
concentration and particle size at which nucleation is induced. Since cold pockets in the 
Martian mesosphere have a lifetime in the order of hours [Listowski et al., 2014], we assume 
that a nucleation rate of 蛍 噺 ど┻どな 嫌貸怠 on abundant nuclei (50 % activated particles after 69 s) 
is sufficient to form clouds. The temperature at which 蛍 噺 ど┻どな 嫌貸怠 is in the following 
referred to as the nucleation activation temperature, which exhibits a strong size dependence 
for particles smaller than about 30 nm. As it can be seen in Figure , activating nucleation on 
2 nm radius particles requires temperatures about 7 K colder compared to 30 nm particles. 
We have used an exponential fit to the variation of density with height measured during the 
entry process of Pathfinder in 1997 [Magalhães et al., 1999] and assumed a CO2 mixing ratio 
of 95 % in order to produce a CO2 concentration profile of the Martian mesosphere. Then we 
have applied the nucleation parameterization presented above to calculate the height 
dependence of a representative activation temperature in the Martian mesosphere assuming a 
2 nm radius particle representing MSPs. The result is shown as the green curve in Figure , 
where the shaded area represents the uncertainty range evaluated by varying the desorption 
energy as well as the contact parameter within their uncertainties. The saturation temperature 
is shown as a blue line according to which nucleation on a 2 nm particle is activated 14 to 
18 K below the saturation temperature. We have also calculated the nucleation activation 
temperature as a function of height for a 30 nm particle, which is shown by the cyan colored 
curve in Figure . Here, nucleation is activated 8 to 10 K below saturation temperature. Since 
there is no strong dependence of activation temperature on particle sizes above 30 nm, the 
calculated nucleation activation temperature profile for a 30 nm particle can be seen as the 
upper nucleation activation temperature limit of pure MSPs as well as MDPs.  
We have carried out the same calculations with a contact parameter of 0.952 representing 
water ice-covered particles [Glandorf et al., 2002]. In this case, nucleation would occur at 
about 5 to 7 K warmer temperatures as compared to particles without ice cover. One 
uncertainty in dealing with CO2 ice clouds in the mesosphere of Mars is whether MSPs or 
MDPs act as nuclei. Night-time observations of temperatures as low as 20 K below saturation 
in the absence of clouds [Forget et al., 2009; Montmessin et al., 2011] can be explained by 3 
scenarios: i) not enough nuclei are present, ii ) a sufficient amount of potent nuclei is present 
but the particles cannot grow to sizes large enough to be observed due to a short exposure 
time to supersaturated conditions, and iii ) a sufficient amount of nuclei is present, but the 
nucleation ability of the particles is too low to activate nucleation even in a highly 
supersaturated environment. The latter scenario indicates that during the night the nuclei are 
rather small (MSPs) and/or not covered with water ice. If the latter conclusion also holds for 
day-time, then the contact parameter and desorption energy describing the nucleation ability 
would be almost identical for both particle types and the importance of each particle type as 
nuclei would depend mainly on their particle size distribution in the mesosphere.  
In summary, temperatures at least 8 K below the saturation temperature are needed in the 
Martian mesosphere to activate nucleation on nanoparticles which are not covered with water 
ice. Such cold temperatures are indeed observed. The Pathfinder entry temperature profile is 
shown by the black curve in Figure  representing rather common temperatures below frost 
point at a height of about 80 km [Forget et al., 2009; Montmessin et al., 2011]. In this case 
nucleation would not occur. We additionally plotted in red the temperature profile of orbit 
1205 (occ. #1205) obtained from [Montmessin et al., 2006], which represents an 
extraordinarily cold event. Here, according to our measurements, nucleation would be 
activated assuming that pre-existing particles larger than 2 nm in radius are present. This 
indeed could have been the case, since a detached layer at lower altitudes between 75 and 
95 km (red shaded area) was observed, which was probably caused by nucleation in the cold 
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pocket above. The cold temperatures required to activate nucleation can explain the night-
time observations of temperatures well below saturation temperature in absence of clouds 
[Forget et al., 2009; Montmessin et al., 2011]. In the discussion above, we assumed a 
constant contact parameter, which is justified by our observations and the results reported by 
Glandorf et al. [2002]. However, a change of m with temperature could have been obscured 
by noise. A mean contact parameter of 0.85 would be valid at Martian mesospheric 
supersaturated conditions if we assume a linear change of m between the temperature range 
of Glandorf et al. [2002] and our measurements. Then, activation temperatures would be 
about 2 to 3 K warmer as compared to a contact parameter of 0.78.  

4.3 Summary and Outlook 

In this manuscript we presented pioneering measurements on heterogeneous nucleation on 
nanometer sized particles performed with the novel MICE-TRAPS apparatus. We determined 
the desorption energy to ッ繋鳥勅鎚 噺 岫なぱ┻の 罰 ど┻に岻       貸怠 and the contact parameter to ど┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どに for CO2 nucleation on iron oxide and silica particles at temperatures close to the 
conditions encountered in the Martian mesosphere. In future, we will also be able to observe 
nucleation on magnesium oxide and mixed Mg-Fe-silicate particles in order to extend the set 
of parameters governing nucleation for a larger spectrum of possible MSP compositions 
[Saunders and Plane, 2011]. If the particle size distribution of MSPs and MDPs in the 
Martian mesosphere during day and night and the probability of their ice coverage in 
combination with typical temperature profiles are known, the major type of nuclei could be 
evaluated with the desorption energy and contact parameter presented here. Additionally, we 
suggest that these parameters are used in future model studies in order to compare the results 
with observations. MICE-TRAPS allows us to observe adsorption and nucleation on freely 
levitated particles in the size regime of several nanometers. To the best of the authors 
knowledge, measurements comparable to those presented here have never been performed 
before. Additionally, MICE-TRAPS allows the production of supersaturated conditions of 
other condensable gases such as H2O vapor and hydrocarbons. Measurements on water vapor 
adsorption and nucleation are of great importance for water ice nucleation in the Martian 
atmosphere as well as for the formation of noctilucent clouds in the mesosphere of Earth and 
will be presented in forthcoming publications. 
 

Appendix A: Nucleation Formalism and Growth Rate Theory 

The nucleation and growth rate theory used throughout the literature differs in many details 
and aspects depending on the physical situation under investigation. In order to keep our 
results comprehensible we give a rather extensive account of the formulations used in our 
analysis of the nucleation and growth experiments in the following section. All parameters 
which are used in the data analysis and not explicitly described in the text are listed in Table 
A.1. 

Appendix A.1: Nucleation Theory 

We use classical heterogeneous nucleation induced by surface diffusion to describe the 
microphysical nucleation process in the Martian mesosphere. This approach assumes that the 
CO2 molecules collide with the condensation nucleus and reside on it for a certain amount of 
time. Due to diffusion on the surface, CO2 molecules can collide and combine to produce 
clusters of different sizes, which may eventually reach the critical size resulting in a 
nucleation event. We will discuss the most essential parts of this theory briefly here (a 
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detailed description of the basic theoretical concepts can for example be found in 
[Pruppacher and Klett, 1997] or [Keesee, 1989]). 
The heterogeneous nucleation rate induced by surface diffusion on the surface of a spherical 
nucleus is written as: 

畦朝 噺 ね講堅朝態 is the surface area of the condensation nucleus, 血弟脹 the non-isothermal coefficient 
and 潔怠┸鎚 the concentration of monomers on the particle surface. The diffusional flux of 
molecules on the particle surface to the critical cluster is described by 紅朕勅痛, and the 
heterogeneous Zeldovic factor  傑朕勅痛 accounts for the dissociation of super-critical clusters. 劇朝 
is the temperature of the condensation nucleus, k the Boltzmann constant and ッ繋朕勅痛茅  the free 
energy of forming a critical cluster on the surface of the condensation nucleus, described by: 

The homogeneous free energy of formation ッ繋朕墜陳茅  of a spherical cluster with radius 堅頂追沈痛 is 
deduced from the Gibbs-Thomson equation. The reduction of the free energy of formation for 
heterogeneous nucleation is described by 血岫兼┸ 捲岻, where 兼 噺    肯 is the contact parameter 
which is a measure of the nucleation ability of the particle material and is related to the 
contact angle between the condensation nucleus and the nucleating phase, and 捲 is the ratio of 
the size of the condensation nucleus and the corresponding critical cluster size. 
The concentration of monomers 潔怠┸鎚 on the surface of the nucleus is calculated from the 
incoming and outgoing flux of CO2 molecules by assuming a steady state 

where 鉱 is the vibrational frequency of a CO2 molecule on the surface of the condensation 
nucleus. The desorption energy ッ繋鳥勅鎚 is a characteristic property of the condensation nucleus 
material. A change in ッ繋鳥勅鎚 of only 20 % results in a variation of the nucleation rate by about 
5 orders of magnitude at typical conditions in the Martian mesosphere. This demonstrates the 
need for ッ繋鳥勅鎚 to be determined for each nucleus material. 
The non-isothermal coefficient 血弟脹 accounts for the released heat of sublimation during 
embryo growth, which offsets the embryo temperature with respect to the ambient 
temperature. As a result, the nucleation rate is reduced by a factor 血弟脹 隼 な. In the 
experiments described below, a binary gas mixture of He/CO2 is present at a pressure ratio of 
100:1 and higher. This ensures isothermal conditions as validated in [Duft et al., 2015], and 血弟脹 may be assumed to be unity for the analysis of the experimental results. The efficiency of 
heat dissipation from the embryo is greatly reduced when the nucleating species is also the 
main atmospheric component. This is the case in the atmosphere of Mars, where CO2 
constitutes about 95% of the gaseous compounds. Anyway, for heterogeneous nucleation, the 
close contact of embryo and nucleus increases the efficiency of heat dissipation such that 血弟脹 
can be assumed to be 1 for condensation nuclei larger as the critical cluster [Määttänen et al., 
2007].  

Appendix A.2: Growth Rate Theory 

Through dynamic processes such as sedimentation and temporal temperature variations, the 
time for nanoparticles to grow to detectable sizes in supersaturated conditions in the Martian 

蛍朕勅痛 噺 畦朝血弟脹傑朕勅痛紅朕勅痛潔怠┸鎚 ゲ 結捲喧 磐伐ッ繋朕勅痛茅倦劇朝 卑 岷嫌貸怠峅 (A1) 

ッ繋朕勅痛茅 噺 血岫兼┸ 捲岻 ゲ ッ繋朕墜陳茅 噺 血岫兼┸ 捲岻 ゲ ね講購堅頂追沈痛態ぬ  (A2) 

 潔怠┸鎚 噺 喧寵潮鉄鉱紐に講兼寵潮鉄倦劇朝 ゲ 結捲喧 磐ッ繋鳥勅鎚倦劇朝 卑 (A3) 
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mesosphere is limited. The sticking probability or sticking coefficient g is an important 
parameter governing the rate of depositional mass accretion on nanoparticles. The sticking 
coefficient is defined as the probability that a molecule is adsorbed when hitting a surface and 
is the equivalent of Maxwell’s mass accommodation coefficient. Data on the sticking 
coefficient of CO2 as function of the temperature is rare, but can be evaluated by analyzing 
the depositional CO2 growth rate on nanoparticles as we will show below. 
Our experiment operates in the free molecular regime, i.e. the mean free path of molecules in 
the gas phase is larger than the spatial distance between the source of the CO2 molecules (the 
ice-covered surfaces) and the particles. The depositional growth of vapor phase molecules on 
the particle surface is thus not limited by diffusion of molecules through a viscous medium. 
As shown in [Duft et al., 2015] and detailed above, the background pressure of helium gas is 
still high enough to ensure isothermal conditions during CO2 nucleation and growth. 
Therefore, a simple growth model is used which compares the flux of incoming to the flux of 
outgoing CO2 molecules: 
 

Here, 兼寵潮鉄 is the mass of a CO2 molecule, 畦頂岫建岻 噺 ね講盤堅椎 髪 堅寵潮鉄匪態 is the effective surface 
area describing the collision of a CO2 molecule with the particle and 堅椎 is the time dependent 
particle radius. The hard sphere collision radius of a CO2 molecule 堅寵潮鉄 may not be neglected 
here due to the small size of the particles investigated (堅椎 噺 に   ). The incoming flux 
density 倹沈津 噺 券寵潮鉄 ゲ 懸痛朕 ねエ  is given by the concentration 券寵潮鉄 and the mean thermal velocity 
vth of CO2 molecules. The flux density emitted from the curved particle surface jout is given 
by the Kelvin Equation. It can be expressed using the sticking coefficient and the saturation 
vapor pressure psat at particle temperature Tpart resulting in 

Here, 鯨 噺 喧寵潮鉄 喧鎚銚痛エ  denotes the nominal saturation at particle temperature and 鯨勅槌岫建岻 is the 
equilibrium saturation over the curved particle surface. In growth regime, the equilibrium 
saturation is a function of the changing particle size and therefore not constant in time. 
Assuming spherical particle growth, the only unknown quantity is the sticking coefficient. It 
must be pointed out that the growth rate parameterization shown above cannot be applied to 
the Martian mesosphere, where near-pure vapor condensation at high supersaturation takes 
place [Listowski et al., 2013]. 

Appendix A.3: Influence of Particle Charge 

Charged particles as used in the presented experiments further interact with adsorbed 
molecules than neutral particles due to the interaction of the particle charge with the 
permanent or induced molecular dipole moment. This can lead to an increase in nucleation 
and growth rates gaining importance for smaller particles. CO2 molecules do not have a 
permanent dipole moment, but can be polarized in the electric field of the charged particle 
with a mean polarizability of a CO2 molecule of に┻は 伽 戴 [Alms et al., 1975]. Consequently, 
charge-dipole interaction can be neglected and only charge-induced dipole interaction has to 
be considered. However, the energy of the induced dipole in the electric field on the surface 
of a singly charged r=2 nm particle is about 2·10-4 eV per molecule which compares to 
desorption and sublimation energy of 0.2 eV and 0.26 eV, respectively. We therefore 

穴兼穴建 噺 岷糠 ゲ 倹沈津 伐 倹墜通痛岫建岻峅 ゲ 畦頂岫建岻 ゲ 兼寵潮鉄   (A4) 

穴兼穴建 噺 懸痛朕 ゲ 喧鎚銚痛ね 倦 劇椎銚追痛 ゲ 糠 ゲ 範鯨 伐 鯨勅槌岫建岻飯 ゲ 畦頂岫建岻 ゲ 兼寵潮鉄   (A5) 
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conclude that charge-induced dipole interaction can be neglected for nucleation and growth 
of CO2 vapor in our experiments. 
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Table 1: List of measurements carried out for the determination of the desorption energy (rpart = 
particle radius, Tpart = particle temperature, nCO2 = CO2 number density, S = saturation at particle 
location, mads = measured adsorbed mass of CO2 molecules, and c1,s norm = normalized surface 
concentration). 

Experiment Run 
rpart [Morris et 

al.] 
Tpart [K] 券寵潮鉄  岷など怠泰 兼貸戴峅 S 兼銚鳥鎚 岷など貸態戴 倦訣峅 潔怠┸鎚 津墜追陳 岷など戴 兼峅 

Silica particles 

133 86-90 に┻ぱに 罰 ど┻どの はひ┻ねね 罰 ど┻ぬの など┻に 罰 な┻な のはば 罰 なねに ひ┻どに 罰 ど┻にば な┻にな 罰 ど┻なね 
133 71-73 に┻ねね 罰 ど┻どね はば┻に 罰 ど┻ぬの ぬ┻ひぱ 罰 ど┻ねど ひはな 罰 にのな ば┻ねぬ 罰 ど┻にば ぬ┻ねに 罰 ど┻ぬね 
133 68-70 に┻ばば 罰 ど┻どの はば┻なぱ 罰 ど┻ぬの ぬ┻ひに 罰 ど┻ぬひ ひぱの 罰 にのぱ ぱ┻ばに 罰 ど┻にの ぬ┻なば 罰 ど┻ぬに 
134 92-95 ぬ┻どの 罰 ど┻どの はぱ┻ぱに 罰 ど┻ぬぱ は┻なね 罰 ど┻のぱ のなど 罰 なぬは など┻ば 罰 ど┻な に┻どの 罰 ど┻にど 
134 96-99 ぬ┻ぬに 罰 ど┻どは はひ┻どひ 罰 ど┻ぬぱ は┻なぬ 罰 ど┻のひ ねにぱ 罰 ななぬ なな┻ひ 罰 ど┻に な┻ひに 罰 ど┻なひ 
134 128-131 ぬ┻のの 罰 ど┻どは はひ┻のの 罰 ど┻ぬの は┻なね 罰 ど┻のひ ぬなぱ 罰 ばぱ なぬ┻な 罰 ど┻ぬ な┻ぱの 罰 ど┻なぱ 
134 110-112 ぬ┻のの 罰 ど┻どは はひ┻のの 罰 ど┻ぬの は┻にの 罰 どはど ぬにぬ 罰 ばひ なぬ┻は 罰 ど┻の な┻ぱぱ 罰 ど┻にど 
136 123-125 に┻ねに 罰 ど┻どね はば┻はは 罰 ど┻ぬの ね┻ぱは 罰 ど┻ねぱ ぱぱな 罰 ににば ぱ┻ひぬ 罰 ど┻なば ぬ┻ねに 罰 ど┻ぬね 
136 126-127 に┻のに 罰 ど┻どね はば┻はの 罰 ど┻ぬの ね┻ひね 罰 ど┻ねぱ ひどど 罰 にぬに ひ┻ぱに 罰 ど┻なね ぬ┻ねど 罰 ど┻ぬぬ 
136 130-131 に┻ばど 罰 ど┻どの はば┻ひの 罰 ど┻ぬね ね┻ぱの 罰 ど┻ねぱ ばなぱ 罰 なばひ なな┻な 罰 ど┻ね ぬ┻ねぬ 罰 ど┻ぬは 
140 82-84 に┻のな 罰 ど┻どね はは┻にの 罰 ど┻ぬの に┻はの 罰 ど┻にひ なにばね 罰 ぬねは ひ┻ばな 罰 ど┻なに は┻ぬぬ 罰 ど┻ばど 
140 110-112 に┻のど 罰 ど┻どね はひ┻ねな 罰 ど┻ぬは など┻に 罰 な┻な のばぱ 罰 なねぱ ば┻のば 罰 ど┻なば な┻にひ 罰 ど┻なね 
140 132-135 に┻ねぱ 罰 ど┻どね ばな┻ひひ 罰 ど┻ぬば ぬの┻ば 罰 ぬ┻ね ねどの 罰 ひぱ は┻ひひ 罰 ど┻にな ど┻ぬの 罰 ど┻どぬ 
140 113-115 に┻ばは 罰 ど┻どの はひ┻ねね 罰 ど┻ぬの など┻に 罰 な┻な のはば 罰 なねに ぱ┻のの 罰 ど┻ばに な┻にど 罰 ど┻なは 

Iron oxide particles 

112 134 な┻ぱひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はぱ┻はの 罰 ど┻ぬは など┻ど 罰 な┻な ひぬの 罰 にねの ね┻のぬ 罰 ど┻なに な┻ぬぱ 罰 ど┻なは 
112 208 な┻ひの 罰 ど┻どぬ はぱ┻ばど 罰 ど┻ぬは ひ┻ばひ 罰 な┻な ぱぱな 罰 にぬに ね┻どな 罰 ど┻なね な┻なば 罰 ど┻なね 
112 162 に┻どど 罰 ど┻どぬ はぱ┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻ぬは ひ┻ひは 罰 な┻な ぱのど 罰 ににに ね┻にば 罰 ど┻なぬ な┻なは 罰 ど┻なぬ 
112 198 に┻どひ 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻ばど 罰 ど┻ぬは ひ┻ぱぬ 罰 な┻な ぱぱぬ 罰 にには ね┻など 罰 ど┻なば な┻どね 罰 ど┻なに 
112 176 に┻なの 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻ぱぬ 罰 ど┻ぬは ひ┻ばぬ 罰 な┻な ぱどに 罰 になど ね┻ぬは 罰 ど┻なは な┻どは 罰 ど┻なぬ 
113 74 に┻にど 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻はば 罰 ど┻ぬば など┻の 罰 な┻な ぱのひ 罰 にのの の┻ねな 罰 ど┻にな な┻なば 罰 ど┻なぬ 
113 164 に┻にひ 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻ぱな 罰 ど┻ぬは など┻ね 罰 な┻ど ぱばぬ 罰 ににぬ の┻ねひ 罰 ど┻なぱ な┻など 罰 ど┻なな 
114 66 な┻ぱば 罰 ど┻どぬ はぱ┻にに 罰 ど┻ねど など┻に 罰 な┻ど なにはひ 罰 ぬはな ね┻ばは 罰 ど┻なぱ な┻ねの 罰 ど┻なの 
117 189 な┻ひば 罰 ど┻どぬ はひ┻のぱ 罰 ど┻ねな なひ┻に 罰 な┻ぱ ひばば 罰 にばね の┻どぱ 罰 ど┻なひ ど┻ばね 罰 ど┻どぱ 
117 197 な┻ひひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はひ┻ねな 罰 ど┻ねな なひ┻に 罰 な┻ぱ などぱは 罰 ぬどの の┻なぱ 罰 ど┻ねひ ど┻ばね 罰 ど┻など 
117 205 に┻どね 罰 ど┻どぬ はひ┻ぱぬ 罰 ど┻ねな なひ┻ぬ 罰 な┻ぱ ぱぬな 罰 にぬな は┻なは 罰 ど┻にひ ど┻ぱぬ 罰 ど┻どひ 
117 214 に┻なな 罰 ど┻どね はひ┻ばの 罰 ど┻ねな なひ┻な 罰 な┻ぱ ぱはひ 罰 にねに は┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻にば ど┻ぱば 罰 ど┻どひ 
130 112 な┻ひば 罰 ど┻どぬ はは┻ひど 罰 ど┻ぬは ぬ┻ひね 罰 ど┻ぬひ なにどぬ 罰 ぬにね ば┻なね 罰 ど┻にな の┻など 罰 ど┻のぬ 
130 116 に┻どひ 罰 ど┻どね はは┻ひど 罰 ど┻ぬは ぬ┻ひど 罰 ど┻ぬぱ ななぱぱ 罰 ぬなひ ば┻にひ 罰 ど┻なの ね┻はの 罰 ど┻ねは 

 
 
Table 2: List of measurements used for sticking coefficient analysis (rpart = particle radius, Tpart = 
particle temperature, nCO2 = CO2 number density, S = saturation at particle location, g = sticking 
coefficient).   

Experiment Run 
rpart [Morris et 

al.] 
Tpart [K] 券寵潮鉄 岷など怠泰 兼貸戴峅 S 糠 

Silica particles 
133 59-61 に┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どの はね┻のの 罰 ど┻ぬひ ね┻どな 罰 ど┻ねど ははひど 罰 にどはど ど┻はに 罰 ど┻どは 
133 107-111 に┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どの はぱ┻はね 罰 ど┻ねな ね┻など 罰 ど┻ぬば ぬぱねど 罰 ななどど ど┻ねぱ 罰 ど┻どね 
133 56-58 に┻ねば 罰 ど┻どね はね┻のぬ 罰 ど┻ぬひ ぬ┻ひぱ 罰 ど┻ぬひ はばにど 罰 にどばど ど┻はひ 罰 ど┻どば 
133 102-106 に┻ねば 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻はぬ 罰 ど┻ねな ね┻なに 罰 ど┻ぬは ぬぱひど 罰 なななど ど┻のぬ 罰 ど┻どの 
134 65-68 ぬ┻どど 罰 ど┻どの はぬ┻にぱ 罰 ど┻ねね は┻ぬは 罰 ど┻のば にばぱどど 罰 ひひどど な┻どね 罰 ど┻など 
136 147-149 に┻ばの 罰 ど┻どの はば┻なね 罰 ど┻ぬひ なね┻は 罰 な┻ぬ ぬばのど 罰 などばど ど┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どぱ 
136 141-143 に┻ねね 罰 ど┻どね はば┻なな 罰 ど┻ぬひ なの┻ど 罰 ね┻ぬ ぬひのど 罰 なののど ど┻ぱど 罰 ど┻どぱ 
136 144-146 に┻のぬ 罰 ど┻どね はば┻なな 罰 ど┻ぬひ なね┻は 罰 な┻ぬ ぬぱははど 罰 ななどど ど┻ぱな 罰 ど┻どぱ 
136 80-83 に┻ねね 罰 ど┻どね はね┻どの 罰 ど┻ねな ね┻ばの 罰 ど┻ねの ななのねど 罰 ぬばはど ど┻ひに 罰 ど┻どひ 
140 58-60 に┻のな 罰 ど┻どね はに┻どに 罰 ど┻ねに に┻のに 罰 ど┻にの ぬどなどど 罰 などばどど ど┻ぱは 罰 ど┻どひ 
140 90-92 に┻のど 罰 ど┻どね はは┻にど 罰 ど┻ぬひ ひ┻ひは 罰 ど┻ひぱ ねひぱど 罰 なねばど ど┻ばの 罰 ど┻どぱ 
140 93-95 に┻ばぱ 罰 ど┻どの はは┻にの 罰 ど┻ぬひ ひ┻ひど 罰 ど┻ひば ねばはど 罰 なねどど ど┻ばひ 罰 ど┻どぱ 
140 119-122 に┻のね 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻ねに 罰 ど┻ねな ぬね┻ぱ 罰 ぬ┻に ぬばぱど 罰 などひど ど┻はひ 罰 ど┻どば 

Iron oxide particles 
115 62-67 な┻ぱひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はね┻にば 罰 ど┻ねな ね┻どは 罰 ど┻ぬひ ぱぬはど 罰 にばなど な┻どに 罰 ど┻など 
117 122-129 に┻など 罰 ど┻どね はば┻なな 罰 ど┻ねね なひ┻ど 罰 な┻ば のどどど 罰 なのひど ど┻ひひ 罰 ど┻どひ 
117 98-105 に┻なに 罰 ど┻どね はば┻なな 罰 ど┻ねね なひ┻ぬ 罰 な┻ば のどぱど 罰 なはなど ど┻ぱど 罰 ど┻どば 
117 114-121 な┻ぱひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はば┻どぱ 罰 ど┻ねね なひ┻な 罰 な┻ば のなはど 罰 なはねど ど┻ひど 罰 ど┻どひ 
117 138-145 に┻どの 罰 ど┻どぬ はば┻どぱ 罰 ど┻ねね なひ┻な 罰 な┻ば のなはど 罰 なはねど ど┻ひな 罰 ど┻どひ 
130 77-84 な┻ひば 罰 ど┻どぬ はぬ┻どば 罰 ど┻ぬに ぬ┻ばひ 罰 ど┻ぬの なひはなど 罰 のにねど な┻どに 罰 ど┻など 
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Table 3: List of measurements carried out for the determination of the nucleation rate and the contact 
parameter (rpart = particle radius, Tpart = particle temperature, nCO2 = CO2 number density, S = 
saturation at particle location, mads = measured critical adsorbed mass of CO2 molecules, J = estimated 
nucleation rate and m = contact parameter). 

Experiment Run 
rpart [Morris 

et al.] 
Tpart [K] 券寵潮鉄  岷など怠泰 兼貸戴峅 S 兼銚鳥鎚 岷など貸態態 倦訣峅 蛍 岷嫌貸怠峅 兼 

Silica particles 

133 74-77 に┻ねの 罰 ど┻どね はば┻ぱの 罰 ど┻ぬば なに┻ど 罰 な┻な なひなね 罰 のなど 1.05 0.20 ど┻ばばば 罰 ど┻どには 
134 79-82 ぬ┻どね 罰 ど┻どの はぱ┻どぬ 罰 ど┻ぬぱ は┻なぱ 罰 ど┻のぱ ぱばぬ 罰 にぬぱ 1.44 0.14 ど┻ばひど 罰 ど┻どには 
136 104-105 に┻ねね 罰 ど┻どね はは┻ねに 罰 ど┻ぬば ね┻ひね 罰 ど┻ねぱ になどね 罰 のぱば 1.26 0.17 ど┻ばぱぬ 罰 ど┻どには 
136 132-134 に┻のぬ 罰 ど┻どね はぱ┻ばぬ 罰 ど┻ぬば なね┻ば 罰 な┻ね なにひの 罰 ぬぬひ 1.27 0.33 ど┻ばぱぱ 罰 ど┻どには 
136 138-140 に┻ばの 罰 ど┻どの はぱ┻ばど 罰 ど┻ぬば なね┻は 罰 な┻ね なにひの 罰 ぬぬひ 1.34 0.40 ど┻ばばぱ 罰 ど┻どにの 
140 75-76 に┻のに 罰 ど┻どね はの┻どひ 罰 ど┻ぬば に┻のぱ 罰 ど┻にね にぱはひ 罰 ぱねな 1.23 0.08 ど┻ばばに 罰 ど┻どには 
140 102-105 に┻のぬ 罰 ど┻どね はば┻はど 罰 ど┻ぬば ひ┻ひば 罰 な┻どど なぱぱに 罰 のなな 1.14 0.29 ど┻ばばぱ 罰 ど┻どにの 
140 127-130 に┻のね 罰 ど┻どね はひ┻のば 罰 ど┻ぱば ぬね┻ね 罰 ぬ┻に なばのは 罰 ねのひ 1.09 0.67 ど┻ばはひ 罰 ど┻どにの 

Iron oxide particles 

114 76-85 な┻ぱひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はは┻のね 罰 ど┻ねな ひ┻ひに 罰 ど┻ひの ぬぱぱの 罰 ななぱな 0.83 0.5 ど┻ばひぬ 罰 ど┻どにば 
115 47-55 な┻ひぬ 罰 ど┻どぬ はは┻のば 罰 ど┻ねな など┻どは 罰 ど┻ひね ぬぱのば 罰 ななはひ 0.70 0.5 ど┻ばひな 罰 ど┻どにば 
115 62-67 な┻ぱひ 罰 ど┻どぬ はね┻には 罰 ど┻ねな ね┻どは 罰 ど┻ぬひ ぱぬはな 罰 にばなど 0.69 0.17 ど┻ばばに 罰 ど┻どにば 
117 223-230 な┻ひひ 罰 ど┻どぬ ばど┻にひ 罰 ど┻ねの ばど┻ど 罰 の┻ひ ににのひ 罰 ははぱ 0.50 0.5 ど┻ばぱば 罰 ど┻どにば 
117 231-238 に┻なぬ 罰 ど┻どね ばど┻ねは 罰 ど┻ねね はひ┻ぱ 罰 の┻ひ にどぬど 罰 のぱは 0.38 0.67 ど┻ばぱの 罰 ど┻どには 
117 239-247 な┻ひひ 罰 ど┻どぬ ばぬ┻どね 罰 ど┻ねぱ ぬねは┻ぬ 罰 には にななぬ 罰 はなに 0.59 0.67 ど┻ばはぱ 罰 ど┻どにば 
117 248-253 に┻なぬ 罰 ど┻どね ばぬ┻どど 罰 ど┻ねぱ ぬねは┻ば 罰 には になばに 罰 はぬど 0.24 0.67 ど┻ばはね 罰 ど┻どにば 

 
Table A.1: Summary of parameters not described explicitly in Section 3 

Parameter Symbol Unit Value Reference 
Equations 

Thermal velocity  懸痛朕 兼 嫌貸怠 俵ぱ倦劇椎銚追痛講兼寵潮鉄  - 

Saturation vapor pressure  喧鎚銚痛    な┻ぬぱ ゲ など怠態 結捲喧 峭伐ぬなぱに┻ねぱ劇椎銚追痛 嶌 
[Azreg-Ainou, 2005; 
James et al., 1992] 

Equilibrium saturation over the 
curved particle surface 

 鯨勅槌 - 結捲喧 峭 に兼寵潮鉄購倦劇椎銚追痛貢寵潮鉄堅椎銚追痛嶌 
[Pruppacher and 

Klett, 1997] 

CO2 vapor pressure 喧寵潮鉄 Pa 券寵潮鉄倦劇椎銚追痛 - 
Number of molecules in a critical 

cluster 券頂追沈痛茅  - ね講堅頂追沈痛戴 貢寵潮鉄 盤ぬ兼寵潮鉄匪斑  - 

Critical germ radius 堅頂追沈痛 m 
に兼寵潮鉄購貢寵潮鉄倦劇朝健券岫鯨岻 [Pruppacher and 

Klett, 1997] 
Surface diffusion growth  

coefficient 紅朕勅痛  貸怠 に講堅頂追沈痛    肯 穴潔怠┸鎚 ゲ 鉱 ゲ 結捲喧 磐伐ッ繋鎚鳥倦劇朝 卑 
[Pruppacher and 

Klett, 1997] 

Reduction of the free energy of 
formation for heterogeneous 

nucleation 
血岫兼┸ 捲岻 - 

ど┻の ゲ 琴欽欽
欣 な 髪 磐な 伐兼捲も 卑戴髪捲戴岫に 伐 ぬ倦 髪 倦戴岻髪ぬ兼捲態岫倦 伐 な岻 筋禽禽

禁
 

倦 噺 捲 伐兼も  も 噺 紐な 伐 に兼捲 髪 捲態 捲 噺 堅朝堅頂追沈痛 
 

[Fletcher, 1958] 

Heterogeneous Zeldovich factor 傑朕勅痛 - 
傑朕墜陳 ゲ 彪 ねに 髪 岫な 伐兼捲岻岷に 伐 ね兼捲 伐 岫兼態 伐 ぬ岻捲態峅岫な 伐 に兼捲 髪 捲態岻戴【態  [Vehkamäki et al., 

2007] 

Homogeneous Zeldovich factor 傑朕墜陳 - 俵 ッ繋朕墜陳茅ぬ講倦劇朝券頂追沈痛茅 態 
[Pruppacher and 

Klett, 1997] 

Constants 
Surface tension of dry ice 購    貸怠 0.08 [Wood, 1999] 

Density of dry ice at (T=55-80) K 貢寵潮鉄     貸戴 な┻の [Luna et al., 2009] 

CO2 vibrational frequency 鉱  貸怠 に┻ひ ゲ など怠態 [Sandford and 
Allamandola, 1990] 

Energy of surface diffusion ッ繋鎚鳥        貸怠 
ッ繋鳥勅鎚など  

[Seki and Hasegawa, 
1983] 

Mean jumping distance of a CO2 
molecule 

d    ど┻ね [Wood, 1999] 

Hard sphere collision radius of CO2 堅寵潮鉄 nm 0.197 
[Hirschfelder et al., 

1966] 
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Figure 1: Series of CO2 deposition measurements on 2.5 nm radius silica particles at constant CO2 
concentration. By decreasing temperature, and thus increasing saturation, the deposition regime can 
be changed from adsorption only (curve a) to delayed nucleation and subsequent growth (curve b) and 
to immediate growth (curve c).   
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Figure 2: Surface concentration of adsorbed CO2 molecules normalized to the ambient CO2 
concentration as a function of particle temperature. Measurements were performed on iron oxide 
(triangles) and on silica particles (squares). The lines represent separate fits of the desorption energy 
to the measurements on iron oxide particles (red) and silica particles (black), respectively. 
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Figure 3: Sticking coefficient of CO2 as a function of particle temperature. Shown are measurements 
on iron oxide (triangles) and on silica particles (squares). The blue dashed line and shaded area 
represent the determined mean value of 0.81±0.17. 
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Figure 4: Contact parameter as a function of particle temperature for iron oxide particles (triangles) 
and silica particles (squares). The blue dashed line and shaded area represent the determined mean 
value of 0.78±0.02. 
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Figure 5: Calculated nucleation rates at typical Martian mesospheric conditions (仔察鮫匝 噺 層宋匝宋 型貸惣) 
as a function of particle temperature for several particle sizes. The experimentally determined mean 
values of ッ擦纂蚕史 and m are used. 
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Figure 6: Calculated nucleation activation temperature with height for a 2 nm (green curve) and 
30 nm particle (cyan curve). For comparison, the Saturation temperature (blue curve) as well as two 
measured temperature profiles, the Pathfinder entry profile [Magalhães et al., 1999] and orbit 1205 
(occ. #1205) of [Montmessin et al., 2006], are shown. Additionally, the area of the detached layer 
observed during the measurement of occ. #1205 is indicated with the red shaded area. 


